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What is lemmatization and why is it needed?

Lemmatization is a process that returns the base or dictionary form of a word in context, which is known as the lemma of that word in that context. A lemma of a word in a context is required to retrieve the meaning of that word in that context.

For example, ‘I retrieved that document.’ Here the lemma of retrieved is retrieve. If we cannot map retrieved to retrieve, the meaning of retrieved is not accessible.
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Major Indian languages (Hindi, Bengali, Gujrati etc.) are morphologically very rich and suffixing in nature.

Knowledge resources (dictionary, WordNet) for those languages usually store root words with their morphological and semantic descriptions.

Very often we face several inflected word forms in raw texts like stories, newspapers, poems etc.

To obtain the meaning and morphological properties of them, we have to determine the appropriate root words which is the task of a lemmatizer.

So lemmatization is necessary for building up many NLP tools (WSD systems, translation systems etc.) for Indian languages.
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A stemmer operates on a single word without knowledge of the context. Usually a stemmer returns the common portion of the variant word forms and the stem may be an invalid word. But on varying contexts, the lemma of a particular word may be different and the lemma must be a valid word of the language. For all of the words retrieved, retrieving, a stemmer may return retrieve as the stem as it is the common portion of all the inflected forms. But a lemmatizer should return retrieve.
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To find the lemma of a surface word, the trie is navigated starting from the initial node.

Navigation ends when either the word is completely found in the trie or after some portion of the word there is no path present in the trie to navigate.

While navigating, some situations may occur, depending on which we are taking decision to determine the lemma.
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If the surface word is not a root word, then the trie is navigated upto that node where the surface word completely ends or there is no path to navigate.

We call this node as the **end** node.
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